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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE Of THIS PBRICOPE 
I Corinthians 15 is Paul's most eloquent discourse on 
the nature, meaning, and 1mpl1cat1ons ot the resurrection--
both of Jesus Christ and of all believers in him. Paul 
endeavors not to prove the resurrection of Christ, but to 
show the Corinthians that the resurrection of Jesus Christ 1s 
1 ·~ 
inseparably linked with the general resurrection of the daad.~-
Most scholars who have addressed themselves to the 
questions of the unity and integrity of I Corinthians 15 con-
cur that verses one through eleven are not a discontinuous 
peri cope, but are tundamen tal to Paul' a careful argumen ta ti 01{~.V 
Bammel states that the per1oope functions as a response to 
a two-pronged attack: first on Paul's proclaimed gospel, 
secondly on his official capacity as an apostle. Bammel 
observes that the kerygmatic formula quoted by the apostle 
verachwaisst Paulus auf der sach11chen 
Vie persoenlichen Ebene auf' das engste mit 
den anderen Apoateln. Dass sie gle1oh-
ze1t1g die nachfolgende Passage vorbere1tet, 
1st e1ne d1r be1 Paulus so haeufigen Doppel-
lmotungen.' 
Purthermore, Bammel claims that a similar Doppeltenor is 
traceable 1n Paul' a use of the verbs 1T'ol.f-S,Swl-', and 71-'f tA-
~~,"~~vt.11. 4 Commenting on the first verse, Bammel writes: 
Die Baat1mmung, die n1cht ohne Aba1cht an 
die Sp1 tze einer Reihe gesetzt 1st, brin-gt 
ea zur Bvidenz, dass die Korinther das 
2 
, 
Tr~p•ScS·o>t-1••" als Evangelium aufgenommen 
haben; wer n1cht ins Blaue hinein geglaubt 
hat, dem erweist s1ch des Paulus Wort ala 
Evangelium, war es behalten hat 1 dem weist 
es sioh aus ala dasselbe Evangelium, das 
seine aufrichtende und rettende Macht 3e 
und je bezeigt. Und das zwe1 ta 7rd/ale11_,4,164tlAJ 
bindet in aehnlicher Weise dies Evangel1um 
und seinen Verkuander an die Mitapostel. 
Der Doppelteno~ der Perikope wird so auch 
bier spuerbar.5 
In other words, Paul's opposition had undertaken to impugn 
his apostleship and to undermine his gospel. Who were these 
opponents and what convictions informed their articles of 
faith? 
A thorough 1nveat1gat1on of isagogioal concerns would 
divert us from our primary task of presenting an exposition 
of this text. However, one .can appreciate Paul's message only 
it he understand-a the essential character ot Paul I s opposi t1on. 
Paul's rivals were most likely gnostic enthusiasts who were j 
confident that their "resurrection" had already occurred. 
Because of that, they felt no need for a future resurrect1on.Q 
Incipient gnosticism had infected the Corinthian congre-
gation and distorted the gospel. Sohn1aw1nd 1s contention that 
the Corinthians subscribed to a popular platonic teaching about 
1mmortal1t7 has been dlaputed.7 Bartsch says that their 'i,i-
curean style of life hardlJ coheres with platonic idealism. 
The Corinthians were reveling in their new resurraction-
existence, as their ecstatic tongue-speaking and baptisms 
tor the dead indicate. They no longer took death seriously 
because they believed that a faith in the appearances of Christ 
-)i( 
granted them supernatural powers as well as immortality. 8 
Likewise, because the Corinthians no longer took death % 
itself ser1ousl7, they did not take Jesus' death aer1oua11. 
Instead, they focused their attention exclusively on the 
appearances ot Christ the risen revealer. BJ referring to 
the primitive ker7gma Paul reminds them that Whoever wants 
to believe in the risen one must sea him as the crucified 
one.9 Paul argues on the basis of the whole tradition, 
including the death and burial. to make his point. 
Bicht Erschainungen eines Himmelawesens 
haben das neue Dasain gebracht, sondern 
die Auferstahung aines Geatorbenen und 
Begrabenan hat die Hoffnung aut daa mit 10 der Parus1e ko•ende naue Dasein gegeben. 
Paul emphasizes the significance of the earthly Jesus and all 
that he experienced to counteract the docetic elements in 
Corinthian gnosticism. Paul saw that events 1n the life of 
the earthly Jesus, especially his oruoifix1on,· were devalued 
or ignored in favor ot his post-resurrection appearanoas. 11 
Such a lopsided emphasis had led the Cor1nth1ans to miscon-
strue the gospel of the cross and the crucial perspective it 
affords tor understanding new &%istenoe in the risen Christ. 
Bartsch aays1 
Hioht die La1bl1ohke1t der eaohatologisohen 
Hoffnung des Paulus 1st dar strittige Punk:t, 
sondern der Unteraoh1edl1chke1t der Leiber. 
Paulus sucht uicht atwa die La1bl1chkeit der 
!uferstehung zu arweisen, sondern die Notwendig-
ke1t eines H1ndurchgehens durch den Tod in das 
neue Dasein aut Grund der Untersch1edl1ohke1t 
der Leiber.12 
. 
Furthermore, Paul's use of the tradition shows how he 
maintains the "already now-not yet" tension of the Christian's 
new existence. 
Auf einen Beweis der Auferstehung Jasu kommt 
es nicht an, aondern darauf, dass die Erachein-
ungen des Auferstandenen ala Erscheinungen des 
von den Toten Erstandenen geglaubt warden, wail 
alle1n von daher dieser Glaube Grund der Hoff-
nung 1st, nioht ab1r bere1ts der Eintritt in 
e1n neues Dase1n.l' 
If there is no resurrection, the appearances of the risen Lord 
are not a testimony that the crucified one has been raised. 
The Christian proolailation is than false and sin has not been 
conquered.14 
Rusche has highlighted the distortion of the social dimen-
sion of the gospel at Corinth. According to Rusche, Paul 1s 
combatting people who rely on individual experiences through j. 
the Spirit but do not believe in the "'allgame1ne, alle an-
gehende Xer7gma, 1 durch das der E1nzelne aowohl an Gott ala 
aucb mit anderen Mensahen verbunden ist. 1115 
B1edar, too, has accounted for the spiritualistic, in-
dividualistic falsification ot Christianity at Corinth. He 
suggests that the Oor1nth1ans had established their own self• 
oriented standards tor judgment.16 They denied the resurreo-
t1on and substituted their own religion of ecstasies, marvels, 
spiritism, and esoteric exclua1¢1sm in place of the risen one. 
They ignored the living reality ot the glorified Lord. They 
had not damned the historical Jesus, as Schmithals claims, 
but they were preaching "another Jesus" (II Car. 11:4), so that 
5 
Paul could hardly recognize the Jesus he had preached to them 
when he founded the Corinthian congregation. 17 
However one may structure the system of gnostic thought 
which had infiltrated the Corinthian congregation, it is clear 
that a painful hiatus existed between the original proclamation 
of Paul and the elaboration and explication of the message that 
was current at Corinth when Paul wrote this epistle. Even the 
rudiments of the gospel had been perverted. Thus Paul reiter-
ated the essential gospel which he had first proclaimed at 
Corinth. 
But this pericope is not intended merely to clarity Paul's 
doctrine of eschatology. It 1s obvious that Paul wants to 
straighten out some muddl~headed thinking and to enunciate 
anew the historic k,rnel of the ker7gma. 18 But the pericope 
has a double function. It serves also to validate Paul's 
apostolic credentials as an heir to the earliest tradition. 
Paul establishes his authority, authenticity, and reliability 
as an apostolic witness before he moves from the kerygmatic 
summary to untold his elaborate argument 1n support of the 
necessity of the resurrection. 
CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE PRE-PAULINE FORMULA 
Scholars have acknowledged universally that Paul's message 
from verse 3b on is a citation of some antecedent kerygmatic 
formulation, not a summary- which Paul himself composed. This 
claim has bean substantiated by isolating and identifying 
several un-Pauline elements, as follows: 1 (1) Paul uses the 
t I 
plural of •JA•fr'~ (v. 3). Usually he emplo7s the singular, 
2 1 I I personifying sin as a power. (2) The phrase k'e1ra 'r•S tP_,,'f.,S 
(vv. 3-4) is found nowhere else 1n Paul. (3) The perfect pas-~---
~i.Y..l i1~tEf r11, (v. 4) 1@~ since Paul usu.ally employs 
the aorist. Its use here also influences I Oor. 15:12-14, 
16tt., 20, and II Tim. 2:8. (4) An ordinal numeral after a 
• 
noun (v. 4 - rzi ./i>Alpr t"fj rpLr:n) occurs only hare. (5) The 
,. 
verbal form IAJ'(B'l occurs only here (vv. 5•8) and in the con-
fessional formula of I T1m. 3:16. (6) The expression rots 
,J,111114. (v. 5) is uncommon tor Paul, who usuall7 refers to "the 
apostles." (7) The presence of parallelisms suggests a care-
fully worded formula. 3 
Further evidence ma7 be cited to establish the formula-
nature of these verses: (1) Paul uses the verbs ,r"'f°'~~,WJAi·C 
and TrtAf~~",A~~~w, which are equivalent to the JeWish technical 
terms for the transmission and reception ot a halachic tradi-
tion c,~~/ ~~P.>• (2) c-'Ot, occurs tour times and is tanta-
mount to quotation marks. 4 (3) Paul deviates from his main 
7 
topic about the resurrection to allude to the death and burial 
of Obrist according to the Scriptures. 'rb.eretore we realize a 
slight incongruit7 with his central argument, a tension between 
this section and 1ts context.5 (4) The list of witnesses in 
this per1cope had probably been oss1t1ed before Paul incorpor-
ated the formula. Bammel says, 11 Solche Listen hatten im spaet-
3uedischen zeugenreoht ihren Ort; 1hr Vorkomman 1n einer vor-
paulin.1schen Tradition 1st darum n1cht unwahrscheinlich. 116 
The extent of this quotation cannot be indisputably deter-
mined. Some scholars say that it ends at verse 5; others say 
that it continues through verse 7. Jeremias argues that there 
1s a syntactical break between verses 5 and 6; verse 6 begins 
with lire, "C'a&., not C:tc. , and 1a not dependent on the first 
half of verse 3.7 Moreover, a loss of rhythm is discernible, 
although the parallelism at this point is not really precise.a 
Those who argue tor an extended quotation sa7 that verse 7 
parallels verse 5 and thus concludes the quoted formula. 
Additionally, it appears that Paul has combined two traditions 
of resurrection-appearances: the Petrina, ending at verse 5, 
and the Jacobine, ending at verse 7. PaUl Winter remarks: 
There appears then to be a d1ohotom7 1n the 
traditional statement embodied in I Oor. 15:5•7; 
the first two ot these verses seam to comprise 
one diat1nct group of chr1stophan1es, whilst 
the final verse mentions apparentl1 another 
group even thou~ one ot the oom~onenta of 
both ~roupa ( ot 4wd•-rd«= of &~i°El(al ) is the 
same. 
Winter's conjectural reconstruction suggests that two originally 
8 
parallel lists have been combined: Cephas/the TWelve/over 500 
brethren and James/the Apostles/all the brethren. In Winter's 
9 '-' ~ ,, " opinion, t,-r- 'to,s ill,roa,1:'0'lo,s 11"C11.••v is a combination of two 
~ 
CillPTER III 
THE ORIGIN OF THE FOB?tmLA. 
This formula was developed either in a Jewish-Christian 
milieu or in a Hellenistic environment. Jeremias argues that 
the ·core of the ker7gmat1c formula is a translation of a Semitic 
original and emanated from Jerusalem: 1 
1. Numerous Sem1t1sms occur: 2 
•• 
11' c, , , 
'\.CL OCI E t:-.i r'I 
✓i ') c, ·._'11,f/.t Ot( 
1 I ~ C I 
f/'JJff t«( 'll 1\J.A.Ef'! 
I -r:fl rp,cr, 
I 






,ft:• ro,s SdJSiKo1 
I 
The adveraative K~t appears at the. beginning 
of line::,. 
I Particles except ·l<tAt are absent. 
The reference to Isaiah 53
3
is independent 
from the Septuagint (LXX). 
The ordinal number after a noun 1B the only 
possible order in Semitic languages. 
'!a.ye-a 1a used instead of f f.:t~-tt because 
the Hebrew n1r'ah and the Aramaic 1 1thame 
have the double meaning of 11he was seen" 
and 11he appeared. 11 
After a passive verb the logical sub3ect is 
introduced in the dative ( KY1'ff - the 
Aramaic form of Pe.tar• a name); the expected 




The Old Testament is referred to twice. 
There is no exact Hebrew or Aramaic equ\valent 
to A.,-c~ 't"1S k'P-'l'"-s or the passive '1i,,p BY) • 
Therefore the ker7gma is not a direct transla-
tion from a Semitic original in its present 
wording, but it has taken shape in a Greek-
speaking env1ronment.5 
Yet the formula could not have originated in a 
Greek environment because the kerygma of Paul 
1s said to be identical With thaS of the first 
apostles, Cephas and the Twelve. 
Other scholars argue for a basis of the formula in 
Hellenistic Christianity:7 
l. Even though I Car. 15:3btf. displays no literary 
unity with the early speeobes in Acts, there 
are definite similarities: 
a. an emphasis on the fulfillment of God's 
Will; 
b. an emphasis on the forgiveness of sins; 
c. the prevalence of the abed Yahweh theme; 
d. the resurrection theme expressed as God 
having raised Jesus from the dead (cf. 
Acta 2:24; 3126; 4:10; 10:40); 
a. °Xf•6~0s as a title (Acts 3:20); 
t. the disciples as Witnesses to the resurrec-
tion (ct. Acts 1:22; 2:32; 4:33; 5:32);10 
g. the importance of the number "twelve." 
2. Though some of his traditions may have come from 
elsewhere, Paul attached himself to Hellenistic 
churches. 
The formula within this perioope may have been used in ~ 
a variety of ways in the ear11 church. In 1940 Hunter sug-
gested that it reproduced a baptismal creed of the Damascus 
church, perhaps taught to Paul before his baptism by Ananias. 
11 
Twent11ears later Hunter changed his mind and argued along 
with Jeremias that the formula is from Jerusalem11 and maJ 
represent a "guarded tradi t1on," taught by catechists to 
converts or to missionaries when they received their com-
mission.12 Oonzelmann says that the formula 1s one form of 
confession found in the New Testament. The New Testament has 
confessional statements about the person of Jesus (acclamatory 
or thetic) as well as confessional statements about saving 
events (.God raised Jesus from the dead; Christ has died and 
1s awakened, or arisen; ct. Rom. 10:9).13 Schoel says that 
this formula ma, well be a summary of early preaching and 
that it was probablJ used as a mnemonic device in teaching. 
As such it is similar to rabbinical s1manim, for each element 
is a siman tor a passage of the Gospel tradition, from which 
five elements have been summarized in this formula: (a) the 
passion narrative; (b) the burial narrative; (c) the resurrec-
tion/third day/empty tomb narrative; (d) the first revelation 
(to Peter) narrative; (e) the revelation to the Twelve narra-
tive.14 Lastly, Goppelt describes the Sitz im Leben of this 
formula as follovsa 
S1e ervaechst aus dem ge1stgeW1rkten Lahren, 
Bekennen und Anbeten der Geme1nde und w1rd 
in versoh1edenem Ausmaas E1gentum der Kirche. 
Anlaas tuer die Bildung der Pormeln 1st der 
katechetiaohe und liturgisohe Beduerfn1s, 
die Abwehr haeret1acher Bewegungen und das 
zeugn1s vor der Walt. Ihr Sinn 1st ea, aut 
Grund des Urkerygmas und der Bvangel1entra-
d1t1on verbindlich zu bezeugen und zu bekennen, 
was 1n einer bestimmten Situation das Evangel1um 
bedeutet.15 
CHAPTER IV 
COMMENTARY BY VERSES 
r- I ~,• ( ~ > ( '\ I 
15:la - 1 vw! ,ftAJ o Opt~ ol.a&ll'('DC, 
Paul begins this section with no clear indication of his 
reason for writing. Only at verse 12 do we discover that some 
Corinthians had denied the resurrection.1 The word tr"f'{flAJ, 
translated in various ways, means ''cause to know," essentially, 
but here it derives its meaning "draw your attention to" from 
the context, which is "somewhat embarrassed," since Paul is 
reminding the Corinthians of what they ought never to have 
forgotten. 2 Baird points out the similarity of I Car. 15:l 
to Gal. 1:11 and concludes that I Corinthians stresses the 
form by which Paul proclaimed his gospel, while Galatians 1 
refers to its essential dynamic character. Paul received 
the form ot h1s proclamation from men; the essence of the 
gospel he received from God.3 
t J I Cl ) I ( '°' 
15:lb-d - re, E1JJ..tr•l1ov O ECl)1ctct'l,•a1~'JY u,.u.c v, 
~I 1 I J C' , C I 
0 ""'' 1'J.ff).-.~1.rE, Ev 'f #(el, l"r'fl<'.C"Ct, 
Paul proposes not to define, but to summarize the gospel 
in terms of the death, burial, resurrection, and resurrect10n-
appearances of the risen Lord. 4 Por Paul the gospel is "related 
to human reality and proves itself to be a J11r1ng power," for 
111t is itself salvation history. It breaks into the life of 
a man, refashions 1t and creates communitiea. 115 The word 
13 
1r.Lptl~-")'$~~w, as aforesaid, corresponds to the Hebrew techni-
cal term ~ ~ P. and signifies the reception of the doctrinal 
content of the gospel in a fixed form. Yet 
I 
the content of the 11,1.fe1.l•J,,t~t'1,r cannot be 
the legac7 of the tradition of historical 
tacts concerning Jesus •••• It must be an 
inward and living faith which gives religious 
certainty to a historical narrative which 
1s not wholly immune from questioning. For 
this reason 'ftfll/~-YAIJl.va,v cannot be ••• the 
reception of purely intellectual materials. 
It is acceptance into the essential core 
ot personality, which is more than the 
intellect alone.6 
Lietzmann detects an ironic twist in the last phrase, when 
he comments, 
••• in Wirkl1chkeit laesst das 'Feststehen' 
der Xorinther, vie der bisherige Wortlaut 
des Brietes selbst zeigt, recht v1el zu 
vuanschen uebr1g. Ea 1st die theoret1sche 
Betrachtung, 11D welchem der Grund aures 
Glaubens liegt.'7 
C > f' ' 1512a - oc OU K~, 
Phillips translates "by which ••• your salvation is being 
worked out." According to Barrett, ,'f'Je•Bi is a futuristic 
present; the salvation which is still to coma is assured, if 
men do not believe in vain. Paul wants to encourage the 
Corinthians. 8 
, ' , , ' , ' '-' , ' rE 15:2b•c - t:,r, 1101tJ iurtfl'"'"iJµ'lv vµrv Ee l<oltf ~£ J 
A serious textual problem afflicts this clause, since 
' ' , several manuscripts read "'ff,>. et E N.£t'"E~ ,,., • Hering proposes 
several possible solutions:9 (1) Read the phrase with jVIAJ/lJ,u 
as an indirect question: "I make known to you with what words 
14 
' I announced the g.ospel to you." But then K-<t: E ~•i-t is left 
without an object (cf. Barrett, p. 336). (2) Subordinate the 
clause to M.tti(tt£. Th1s 1s awkward, since ordinaril7 el 
I I I I 
H9'tf { fr£ would precede the r,vc ,-04~. (Hering prefers this 
I 
solution anyway.) (3) Read a full stop after ''f>fE•Bt with 
I \ I ~ 
Chrysostom and make t:tvt "ol~ a direct question w1 th -cou-ro 
, 
as the understood ob3ect ot ,CaiCEKf ce. But then there is 
an anaooluthon. 10 (4) A haplographic omission may have altered 
, ' .6-. '- ' , ~ u ' the original E' l<.Cc& ( ErE I,(~ lilfrUS 0 ,,, l.t'f "Ill n~•,a,: This 
is a very hypothetical solution. 
Schoel s•y-s tba t Aoios refers to a specific author1 ta ti ve 
tradition which Paul had received. 11 Baird suggests that the 
I I r,v, lo('f) phrase means that Paul is about to remind the Cor-
inthians in what spea1t1c form he preached the gospel-content 
to them. 12 
' ' 15:2d - E~os 
Moule notes the obv1ous redundanc1 here, but remarks that 
,> I -' I 13 wi thbut Ee. )''I, E~ros would have been virtually a prapos1 tion. 
, " Barrett sa7s that the exact meaning ot fcM, 1B not known. Origen 
defined it as those who believe tor a time, but in trials turn 
awa:,. Thus, Paul ''is simply giving utterance to his uncer-
tainty whether he can depend on the Corinthians or not, before 
coming to the substance of his Gospe1. 1114 Hering says that 
Paul is here exam1n1ng the foundations of the Christian con-
viction of the resurrection, s1nce Christian faith is not 
15 
"baseless credulity."15 ,Ew,•n~tttlft is an 1n.gress1ve aorist. · 
' t' I C , ' ~ I ' \ -4 AA 15: :,a-b - 1T"'-f E 1u.01<t1. t"t u,c,c1v i-r .,,-pwrots, o 1<e1, 'IT"f'E~V:, 
Again Paul uses the technical terms tor the transmission 
of oral traditions. Buechsel says that there is 
no contradiction that Jesus repudiates 
tradition and Paul champions it. Paul's 
tradition agrees with Jesus' re3ection, 
since the1 are both opposed to human tra-
tion. PaUl.' s use of ,r,1.p&io,,s and ,,..,t• -
5o0va, rests on the Jewish usage, and 
agrees with that ot the My'ster1es to the 
extent that this agrees with Jewish usage.16 
-. Most translators agree that TfwTos shows rank, degree, or 
importance, not ohronologioal time. '?he phrase I 1t.lC 'IIYfl-','•v 
was deleted by Maroion to set aside any Pauline d,pendence on 
the uraposteln.17 Paul d·oes not say that he received this 
~ .. o - or ,,.~ t"oV K&j>/011, tor he is re-stating an eoc1es-
1ast10al trad1t1on.18 
ti ~ ' }A- I Jj C I " 1 ,.. .5. .. I\ I I I 
15: 3c - o-,:c ,1 1•-ro~ arir1ci.tv1v -U'l'E/ .'RAJ~ -'f'1'rl'-"Y Tr"'~ 1<,otro1 ro1s 1/"'f"l" 
The anarthrous f 16't~s is here a title with all the 
connotations ot Old Testament Messiahship. Jeremias effeo-
• 
tively demonstrates that the anarthrous use of 1T'"1ll was 
customar1 in Palestinian Judaism, particularly in rabbinical 
parlance.19 The tact of Christ's "piacular death., is part 
of the tradition Which Paul raceived.20 The word urEf is a 
' synonym for Tf:f' here, says Barrett, who translates "to deal 
with."21 At a117 rate, this "insight into the s1gnif1oanoa 
ot Christ's death was not a later theological development--
16 
it was part of the ver1 warp and woof of the primitive 
proclamation. "22 
Paul simplJ affirms the conviction that Christ's death 
must be 1n accord with the Scr1ntures. He cites no specific . 
proof-texts tor Messiah's death, but simply refers to the 
Scriptures in their entirety.23 Yet this reference to the 
Scriptures is very significant. The death of any Jew would 
have been considered atoning in some sense, says Schweizer; 
the events in and of themselves were not compelling. But 
when the claim is made that these events are the promised 
eschatologlcal events, then their uniqueness becomesapparent. 24 
Barrett suggests that Paul ma7 have added "our sins" to the 
primitive formula. Also, 
it may well be that the general allusion to 
the Sor1ptures was made before specific 
passages were alleged in support of it. 
Christian conviction saw 1n the death of 
Christ a divine act that must have been 
foretold because it was a manifestation of 
the eternal will of God; out of this convic-
tion arose the search of the Old Testament 
which in due course produced an armoury of 
testimonies.25 
15: 4a - 1<o1.l 
The burial of Christ was included 1n the kerygma because 
it confirmed the reality of both the death and the resurrec-
tion. "It he was buried he must have been really dead; 1f he 
was buried, the resurrection must have bean the reanimation 
of a corpse. 1126 Although the insistence on Christ's burial 
combats gnostic and docet1st1c ideas which contested the reality 
17 
of Christ's death, it does not imply the doctrine of Christ's 
descent into hell, to which Paul never refers. 27 
I C I I '\ C I " I I \ f 
15:4b - 1(.1, rJ-c, 'lrtlff tal.t -en YIJ-Cff't_ -ClJ rp,cn Kfllt"tl 'tfilS lftl.'f6'&, 
~ I 
The perfect tense of 14ac,w is important, for it connotes 
. 
an enduring effect from the past into the present, although 
historical ev14ance and research can neither demonstrate nor 
disprove the action of God 1n raising Christ from the dead. 28 
Paul does not narrate the resurrection event itself, as the 
later apocryphal Gospel of Peter (35-42), nor does he base 
his assertions on the evidence of an empty tomb. One can onl7 
deduce the conclusion that faith in the emptJ tomb is included 
by implication in the text of I cor. 15:3-s.29 
However, the chief problem with this assertion is to 
determine what scriptural allusions Paul has in mind, if an7. 
Metzger suggests that Paul has taken two phrases which separ-
1 I ~ C I " I , 
ately qual1f7 the var) t_j~ff/ t.tl ( r?' 1')AEft tr, rl',rll and Ko1re, 
' I rets lfd.'ftA.S) and has made them coordinate. Thus, Paul is 
not saying that the resurrection on the third day itself was 
prophesied, but only the notion of a resurreot1on.30 Jocz says 
that ''the third day" simply indicates an intervening day; it 
is a circumlocution tor the Sabbath, since it was utterly im-
possible for the Hebrew Christian to conceive of God contra-
dicting his own law by raising the Messiah on the Sabbath.31 
The 0nl7 possible Old Testament references are Leviticus 23:4-21 
(Christ becomes the t1rst-fru1ts), II Kings 20:5 (Hezekiah's 
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pra7er), Jonah 1:17 (2:1 in Hebrew), and Hosea 6:2 1 which the 
rabbis interpreted as a reference to the resurrection.32 
Macka,1 concludes that the Old Testament passages, which are 
vague allusions at best, did not create the belief that the 
resurrection occurred on the third day, but the event. attested 
by good evidence, created the use of proof-texts. Furthermore, 
Mackay shows that the field of relevant scriptural passages 
was very wide; in fact, Macka1 hi:nselt connects ·••the tM:rd da7" 
with the creative aotivitJ of the third day in Genesis 1. Thus 
the fundamental miracle of life 1s emphasized, and "the third 
da1" is the linchpin connecting the first creation and the new 
creation.33 
' c., ,, A - ~ ,,. 
15:5 - J'.ol., OC'l IAl'(}trrJ n17y, 1, ,, 
The translation of "'fiht is somaWhat problematical. Does 
it refer to objective historical appearances or to subjective 
hallucinations, or rtsionst34 Hering suggests that this verb 
denotes 11au objective vision, that is, ••• an appearance not 
discernible by the eyes of a11. 11 35 Robertson and Plummer like-
wise argue tor "was seen by, .. s1nce 11a mere vision would not 
make our being raised more probabl,-. 11 36 Wenz concludes that 
,, 8 "''f 11 must signify an event or a phenomenon in the exterior 
world•-not a sub3ective vision, but an actual corporeal encoun-
ter (leibhafte Begegnung) with the risen one. 37 Michaelis' 
delineation of the meaning, however, is somewhat obscure. He 
says that during the appearances there is no primary emphasis 
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on seeing as sensual or mental perception; the emphasis 1s 
not on the resultant action of the person in the dative 
(his seeing or perceiving), but on the experience of the 
presence of the risen Lord.38 Hence, 
the question of the va7 in which He could 
be perceived 1s notably neutralised or sub-
ordinated to theolog1oal evaluation •••• 
In all appearances the presence of the 
risen Lord is presence in transfigured 
corporeality •••• This presence is non-
visionar7 reality; no 0ategor1 of human 
seeing is.wholl1 adequate tor it.39 
The reference to rois S~EM.& has been altered in some 
manuscripts. 40 This "correction" was probabl1 made to har-
monize I Oor. 15:5 with Matt. 28:16 after Judas' death. 
11 ~he TWel ve) appear to have served as w1 tnesses W'b.o could 
prove the continuity between Jesus of Nazareth and the risen 
Lord, but not to have been significant figures in the Ohuroh •••• "41 
,, ,, Li 1' I ,~ ... \ -" ., I ~ 
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Several commentators have identified this event with the 
Pentecost inoident. 42 Barrett says that this is possible, 
though be7ond proof, since the ear11 tradition knew nothing 
of a corporate bestowal of the Hol1 Spirit distinct from the 
appearancerof the risen Jesus. However, no neat chronological 
harmony can be eftected,43 and it seems speculative to equate 
this appearance with Pentecost. Hering advises that it "may 
refer to an appearance in Galilee where Jesus must have had 
man7 disciplea. 1144 Bishop interprets this event as an 
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appearance near Mount Tabor in Galilee and suggests that many 
people from Jesus' ministry would have been there, including 
th·e widow of Na1n, the bridal couple from Cana "bringing their 
babe," and the apostles and their families1 45 Wenz cautions 
that Paul does not intend the appearance to the five hundred 
to be a guarantee of faith for the Corinthians if they will 
only ask those who are still living to substantiate his report. 
On the contrary, those Who are alive are witnesses who can 
simply relate their experience; they cannot underwrite a guar-
antee or offer proof to demonstrate or corroborate their claim 
empirically. 46 
Winter suggests tbat the £j iv clause 1s an explanatory 
addition to the primitive kerygma. Whether that is true or 
not, a question arises as to which of the two minor clauses 
should be accented. Bartsch suggests with cogency that the 
emphasis lies on the tact that some of the witnesses have in-
deed already d1edl In other words, faith 1n the risen one 1s 
able to grant no immunity from undergoing the experience of 
physical death in order to achieve the fullness of the new 
existence. Paul is subtly fashioning a rebuttal against those 
who think they are now enjoying 1mmortal1ty.48 Glombitza 
offers a very unusual interpretation of this section. He says 
that µ.lvo1161f does not refer to the living in contrast to the 
dead. Instead, those who remain are those who actively bear 
witness; those who are asleep are those who have ceased to 
Witness, having succumbed to the world's allurements ("dass 
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aber etliohe der Uebermacht der Welt erlegen sind"). This 
interpretation, Glombitza submits, coheres with the warnings 
to watchfulness. 49 
15: 7 - f r1 c.~.,. ~ q,8.,, 'r-,,, ,t,,:, J tp , e 'ir.., ro'Zs l<11 o" t-l~o,s 11W c,c.v. 
The canonical Gospels record no appearance of the risen 
Christ to James. However, James as the head of the Jerusalem 
church, presumablJ the Lord's brother, was an important figure.SO 
Allen sa1s, 
The appearance to James would be of outstanding 
value to the Jerusalem Church and to any mission-
aries among Jews of the Dispersion. For James ••• 
was respected for his fidelity to the Torah. In 
addition, he had Viewed Jesus during his lifetime 
with the suspicion not unnatural to a kinsman. 
His acoeptance of the risen Lord was, therefore, 
against his prev1ous inclination and not to be 
accounted tor bJ an7 predisposition to believe. 
It is not surprising to find that the appearance 
to James figures in the Gospel according to the 
Hebrews, with legendary accretions. Presumably, 
the Gentile church was less favourable to James. 
The appearance to him belonged to a patteru of 
tradition it was not disposed to preserve.51 
~ ,, .,.. 
It 1B not clear who are meant bJ ./1ro•i-o"o,s 1r.i,,v , "though 
the reference to them has the effect of underlining Paul's 
disparaging reference to himself 1n the next versa. 1152 Milden-
berger suggests that the phrase should be understood distribu-
tively: 11Jeder1 der Apostal 1st, hat aine Ersche1nung des 
Auferstandenen erlabt. 1153 At an7 rate, the Greek word order 
stresses the noun. An apostle was "one called bJ Christ and 
sent by him to preach the Gospe1. 1154 Here Paul refers to a 
group of missionaries, 11w1.der than the twelve, but not unlimited 
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1n scope," which excludes himself.55 
In none of the catalogues of witnesses has Paul mentioned 
any specific appearance to women, as the Gospel traditions 
testify. Despite Bishop's imaginative reconstruction of the 
appearance to the five hundred, no woman are cited as eyewit-
nesses. Manek has suggested that either Paul did not know the 
tradition which included female witnesses (an argument from 
~1lence) or else he chose to ignore their testimony because 
women were not qualified to be witnesses according to JeWish 
trad1t1on. 56 
•E•i .. :~•• is a temporal adverb here, tor Paul does not 
mean to assert that he was the last of all the apostles. If 
~Jvrwv referred to persons, the article would be present. 57 ,, 
The term EK~fiAJJA~ is fascinating because it has been sub-
jected to such diverse interpretations. On the surface it 
suggests "an unformed, undeveloped, repulsive, possibly life-
less foetua, 1158 an embryo, a miscarriage, or a birth too soon. 
The point of comparison, however, does not lie 1n the time of 
Paul's conversion, but in the idea of his inferiority and un-
worthiness to be an apostla,59 in the suddenness and violence 
of the transition caused by the summons to apostleship.60 
Paul's calling could not take place in a normal, orderly, or-
ganic aequence.61 
~ 
Other scholars have seen fK~f"')'~ as a derisive term which 
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Paul's opponents used to convey the demoniac and non-human 
qualities of an untimely, monstrous birth. 62 They abused him 
w1 th this ·Spottname for two reasons: {l) He had been a perse-
cutor of Christians and was regarded as unfit, therefore, for 
the apostolic office; (2) His phJSical appearance was less 
than appealing (II Oor. 10:10). 63 
Munck, however, disputes this "traditional'' interpretation. 
After tracing the use of the verbal and nominal forms of 
I 
~•tpw6Kw throughout extra-biblical, biblical, and later ecclesi-
astical literature, Munck suggests two possible interpretations: 
al~ 
(1) ~U~ftAJµ~ means that Paul is the most wretched of men, only 
to be compared to a stillborn child. It so, we have an Old 
Testament reminiscence here--"or rather a 'miniature quotation,' 
comprising 1n two words an Old Testament passage which in LXX 
appears in its clearest form in Job 3:16 and Eccles. 6::,.u64 
Paul the former persecutor can be understood as ranking himself 
with Judas as he recalls the saying of woe to the man by whom 
the son of man would be betrayed (Matt. 26:24, Mark 14:21). 
,, 
(2) But ti~/"'1-'' may also signify something embryonic that must 
be formed. In. that case it describes Paul as he was when Christ 
,, 
met him at Damascus, one formed under the law but an f-i'C/'IAJ),(,J. 
because he had not yet been formed by Christ. 65 Munck says that 
!Kcfw.,c-c, describes Paul's Jewish past as both a persecutor of 
the church and a man progressing 1n Judaism • 
••• Paul's Jewish past was also under 
God's election and vocation, and it is 
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from the standpoint of the later grace 
that t~1s first g6age can be described as an i,cr:/WJ'd.. • 
"' The det1ni ta article rt' may be significant if 1 t has 
demonstrative force to designate Paul as the only apostle 
having had a special revelat1on. 67 
. 
Rarely does New Testament literature have a true superla-
tive, but Paul, deeply conscious of his unworthiness to be called 
an apostle, employs -~~('"ros to describe his rank.68 Paul 
knows that Christ's creative love and grace have commissioned 
him an apostle, a proclaimer of the gospel, despite his per-
sistent persecution of the whole oompan7 of Christian believers 
» l 1 69 ( f lilt">\ t, cat ) , not just the Jerusalem church. 
Paul was re-shaped and re-formed bJ creative grace (cf. 
I Cor. 3:10; Gal. l:15).70 He could boast that that grace had 
not been expended Without result, profit, or effect, 1.e., with-
out reaching its goa1.71 God's grace had not proved to be a 
"barren gift" (Phillips). 
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Paul boasts that in his labors he has outdone them all 
(NEB).72 In II Cor. 11:23-27 Paul gives more details about his 
troubles and sufferings, 
whereas here he is thinking rather of his 
greater achievements, probablJ in terms of 
the tact that whereas bis colleagues might 
be content to work in churches that others 
had founded he made 1t his aim always to 
break new ground and to take the Gospel to 
those who had not h1ard it (Rom. 15:20, 
II Cor. 10:12-16).7' 
Yet it was not reallf his own doing, but God's grace worked 
with him ("within"• Phillips) and bore the burden with him,74 
1s: 11 - e,'-r:1 
I 
I{ ti.,. 
Finally, Paal declares that the rehearsal of kerygmat1c 
events that he has recited is no private creed, but the gospel 
of all apostles, including Peter and James. 75 Those who den1 
the general resurrection are not opposing merely Paul's 
opinion, but the preaching common to all apostles,76 which 1s 
the foundation of the Corinthians' faith (Phillips). There 
1s no Chr1st1an1ty Without the announcement and affirmation, 
however expressed after due theological reflection, that Christ 
died, was buried, and was ra1sed.77 on that basis Paul elabor-
ates his argument, intending to establish those Who have come 
to faith in Jesus Christ, the risen Lordi 
CHAPTER V 
SOME CONCLUDING REr.LARKS 
This study has surveyed eleven verses of the New Testament--
cr1tically important versesbecause they enshrine one ot the 
oldest, most primitive Christian contess10ns of faith. We have 
attempted to examine bath Paul's understanding of that creed 
and his reasons for reiterating and appl71ng it to vindicate 
h1s apostolic authority. Paul first met his opponents not with 
an arsenal of cleverly fashioned arguments, but With a testi-
mony to the constitut1~• events of theCbr1st1an kerygma. 
Several problems should be explored in greater detail. 
A closer study ot the last verses (9-11) might lead us into 
an enriched understanding of the New Testament apostolate as 
Paul understood it in contras-t, perhaps, to Luke-Acts. Time 
~ 
has limited~• Furtherm~re, a more detailed examination of 
the interpretations of the resurrection-event as set forth by 
scholars who operate with the "new hermeneutic: bridging the 
gap between the 11 tben11 and the 11now," might enable us better 
to "complete•• the job we have here begun--to say, finally, 3ust 
what this text, particularly 1ts creedal core, means tor faith 
and life today. oerta1nly 1t should be obvious, as Fllchs 
reminds us, that the name ot Jesus signifies both the place 
and the time of God's revelator1 encounter with man. 1 God has 
revealed himself in our time and 1n our sphere ot existence, 
that we no longer have to believe in ourselves or be doomed 
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to despair of our limited personal resources in meeting the 
challenging adventure of purposeful life. 
Certainly the Easter-event, though in itself incompre-
hensible, is yet basic and curiously exciting. Those who have 
narrated the event and reported or interpreted its significance 
in the writings that comprise the New Testament have one 
common purpose in the Spirit: to stimulate and to sustain 
faith in the crucified and risen one. For it is through him 
that we come to mow our God. As J'Uchs sa1s, 
Jesus and faith 1n him do not conflict at all, 
but are one and the same: the event of the 
coming of God into a world hostile to God. 
One must not believe in Jesus if he wants to 
believe 1n God, but one is invited [emphasis 
min!} to believe in him, since Goa speaks 
witli us 1n the person of Jesus, 1n that he 
also makes us persons and thus keeps us by 
his side. Then our lite 1s uot idle talk 
but a conversation With God. 2 
The resurrection is not offered as a sc1ent1f1o proof to 
unbelievers, but as a s11mrnt>ns to fa1 th. It is an "event of 
otherworldl7 reality, and yet an event which occurred at a 
definite point 111 the history of this world of ours •••• 11 3 And, 
we might add, it is an event which is prolept1o of a great event 
1et to come at the oonsummation, an event in which we are 
privileged to participate even now because we are by grace 
identified by the name of him who rose.4 
H1stor1cal-or1t1c1sm cannot verity that event which 1s 
without analogy or parallel. It need not, for that event is, 
in Wenz's phrase, a "historisoh-zeichenhaftantt event that 
28 
completes the scandal o~ the crucifixion and the cross. Only 
by faith--a mysterious, nebulous, undefined, and vague ·concept 
when abstracted from the matrix of human sense and spirit--can 
we perceive the significance of the resurrection, that herein 
God has acted typically in a recklessly- gracious way, and then 
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translate by Geof ray w. Bromil~J (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
c.1964), II, 173. (Hereafter T1 D1 N1 T 1 ) ct. also Bammel, 
p. 418. 
2 Conzelmann, pp. 18-20, says that these arguments do 
not prove that an original Aramaic source has been translated, 
but merel7 show a Semitic way of thinking. See Bammel, p. 402, 
and Mussner, p. 61, who says that Paul took over an Aramaic 
Urevangelium, which he edited and translated into Greek. 
3Jeremias, p. 103: "That the Hebrew text ot Isaiah 53 
is presupposed 9an be seen from the taot that in LXX Isaiah 
52:13-53:12 fnr11J 1s not found." Cf. Fuchs, p. 1-67, who 
agrees that Isaiah 53:9 is here recalled. 
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4Robert Allan Kolb, "Pauline Paidology: The use of the 
Suffering Servant of God Image of Isaiah 52/53 for Jesus 
Christ in the Pauline Corpus," Unpublished S.T.M. Thesis, 
Concordia Seminary, Saint Louis, Missouri, 1968, P• 49, 
argues, however, that Paul typically uses Cephas instead of 
Peter: I Cor. 1:12; 3122; 9:5; Gal. 1:18; 2:9,11,14. 
Jeremias acknowledges this, p. 103, footnote 2. 
5winter, p. 143, footnote 1, notes that Jeremias in his 
second edition of The Eucharistic Words had claimed that the 
kerygma was or1g1nall7 Aramaic. 
6schoel, pp. 24-26, supports the argument for a Jerusalem 
source. ~£-,C~o, in verse 11 refers to the Jerusalemites 
named in the immediate context. Compare also Gal. 2:7, which 
says that the Jerusalem apostles approved Paul's ministry. 
Moreover, the fact that particularly in Jerusalem the death 
of Christ would be emphasized as the fulfillment of the Old 
Testament Scriptures might bast explain the double reference 
to the Old Testament in this formula. 
7schoel, pp. 27-32. Heitmualler, Dibelius, Bousset, and 
Bultmann adhere to this viewpoint. Cf. also Fuchs, pp. 160-
167. Fuchs says that the creed was formulated in a pre-
Pauline Hellenistic community and betrays distinctive apocalyp-
tic elements: emphases on the appearances and on the third 
day. The list of witnesses 1s to be understood as an attes-
tation of the eschatolog1cal end time. But Hunter, p. 17, 
says that this gospel summary probably would not have been 
drawn up by "Hellenists who had transmogrified Christianity 
into a full-blown mystery cult--a cult for which the Christ 
of traditional dogma became 'a generalized blend of Attia, 
Osiris, and Mithra.a, wearing as a not too-well-fitting mask 
the features of Jesus of Nazareth.'" Conzelmann, p. 22, says 
the formula was probably composed 1n Antioch; it excludes the 
idea, he says, that Jesus founded the church before his.death. 
8 
Leonhard Goppelt, "Tradition nach Paulus," Kerrgma u~~ 
Dogma, 4 (1958), 219, says that this formula is the same as 
that in Peter's speeches in Acts. It closely resembles early 
missionary preaching. The differences (e.g., that there 1s 
no reference to Jesus' earthly ministry in I Cor. or that the 
phrase ''for us" is absent from the missionary sermons in Acts) 
are slight and 1ns1gn1f1cant. For a contrary viewpoint see 
Bammel, p. 404, who regards them as very different: In Acts 
the emphasis on 1A:,.1__-c11pes is polemical, but not in I Cor.; 
the Sitze im Leben are dissimilar. 
9Grundmann considers Isaiah 53 to be the background tor 
both I Cor. and Gal. Some scholars, however, consider the 
,r~?5 -passages of Acts to be dubious references at best to 
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Isaiah. Likewise, it is not certain that there are clear 
allusions to the abed Yahweh passages here in I Cor. 15. 
See Kolb, eassim, especially pp. 45-64 and 137-154. Kolb 
allows that I Cor. 15:3-5 could possibly be the result of 
Paul's meditation on Isaiah 53 (p. 154). See in addition 
ICas1m1erz Romaniuk, "De '?bemate Ebed Jahve in Soteriologia 
Sancti Pauli," Catholic Biblical Quarteri1, 23 "(1961), 
14-25. Romaniuk says there are some allusions to the abed 
Yahweh theme in Paul, which is a consciously used concept. 
Of. also footnote III,3 above. 
10see footnote III,8 above. 
11Hunter, pp. 16 and 117. "Since the two apostles named 
in it, Pater and James (the chief authorities in the Mother 
Church), were in tact the two Paul met in Jerusalem during 
his fortnight's visit (Gal. 1:18), 'after three years' (i.e. 
about AD 35), in order'to get information from Cephas', 
they may well be the source ot the paradosis 11 (p. 118). 
Mounce, p. 420 1 says Paul probably received this formulaic 
summary. from the Damascus church. The formula includes both 
the tacts (events) and an interpretation of the significant 
meaning of those tacts ("tor our sins," "according to the 
Soi-l•P·tures"). 
12 Hunter, p. 22. E.L. Allen, .. The Lost ICerygma, 11 New 
Testament Studies, 3 (1956), 349-353, concurs. He says that 
the kerygma of I Cor. 15 was shaped in the missionary church, 
whereas the gospel stories, stressing the empty tomb as Paul 
had not, were shaped to defend the church against criticism 
(p. 351). Allen adds that gospel stories were influenced by 
the cult (e.g., Luke 24) and that they were shaped in the 
11ght of the church's experience ·(pp. 352•353). The "process 
of transmission was one in which fidelity did not exclude 
selection and interpretation, or even fresh creation" (p. 353). 
Mounce, p. 420, also says that the formula is a summar7 of the 
missionary proclamation, though it has some affinities with 
the baptismal formula underl71ng I Pet. 3:18-22. Winter, 
p. 144, remarks that in later creeds (e.g., the Roman Symbol) 
the 11st of appearances was not included because "when the 
Creed was formulated there was no longer any urgent need to 
recapitulate the evidence tor the resurrection-faith, whilst 
this faith itself was and remained of course the mainline of 
Christian teaching." 
13oonzelmann, p. 17. See Schoel's criticism of Neufeld's 
claim that this kery~atic formula is an ex~ansion of the 
primitive confession "Jesus is Lord" (p. 15). Yet Schweizer, 
p. 292, has astutely pointed out that the second coming of 
Christ is missing in New Testament creeds. lor the Jewish~ 
Christian church the last judgment was probably "a matter of 
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course. The reallJ new and surprising facts which distinguished 
her from Judaism lay not there but in the events of incarna-
tion, life, death, and resurrection of Christ." 
14 Schoel, p. 17. 
15 Goppelt, p. 225. 
CHA.PTER IV 
1c.K. Barrett, A commentar on the First istle to the 
Corinthians (New York: Han,er an Row, c.19 • Hans 
Lietzmann, An die Kor1nther 1,I~, in Handbuch zum Neuen Testa-
ment (Tuebingen: Verlag J.C.B. Mohr), p. 76, adds that Paul 
here deals with a new theme without any external or internal 
connection with the preceding. He 1s probably responding 
to the letter presumed to be written by the Corinthians, 
but now lost. 
2Barrett, p. ,,s. Archibald Robertson and Alfred Plummer, 
A Critical and Exegetical Commentari on First Corinthians, in 
the ntern tiona Cr tical Commentar (Edinburgh1 T. and T. 
Clar, 19 , p. , suggest also that there is a gentle 
reproach 1n the word tvw1ll"'• However, they translate 
"make known1" not "call to attention.•• P'. Godet, Commentary on st. ul s First E 1stle to the Corinthians (Edinburgh: 
T. an T. C ark, l 9 , II, 3 , says that k,,wel/w, "I declare," 
is a word chosen With the intention of humiliating the readers. 
Moreover, "there is between the verb ivi,ue&'Ja,v ••• and e4r1.iie.llJ-
1~8dc ••• this difference: that the second indicates the 
simple statement of the historical fact, and the first embraces 
the explanation of its full meaning and its relation to salva-
tion as a whole" (p. 327). 
Translations: KJV - declare; RSV, NEB - remind. 
, 3Ba1rd. pp. 186 and 19.0. I Oor. 15sl -tr"'/lf&d Gi af,wFv., 
•'e,\po(, TA eiJ11ll,ov II et,,~r-~1t.:t.>C'1\I "'""'~· 
G9;1. l: 11 ,- t'"'f'..llw l~f· .1µ'cv-., lt ,,A I'''~ t:o et-91' l1•v rd 
£ u,1.a,1,l 11,, l1v /Jr' J,Pou. 
4 J I 
Gerhard Friedrich, l~fltteAc/a,,,-c~c, 1n T1 D1 N1 T1 , II, 730. 
5Ib1d., p. 731. Cf. Martin Dibelius, ~ram Tradition to 
Gospel~• York: Charles Scribner's Sons, n.d.), p. 18, foot-
note: 'Behind the word •.gospel' in St. Paul we cannot assume 
a formula, but only the very preaching of salvation." 
6 \ ~I Gerhard Delling, ,r~.,"~~lfn.>, in T1 D1 N.T 1 , IV, 14. 
Delling also notes that Plato defines the relation of a pupil 
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to his teacher as that of '1'.Cllll~ -~vww- to ..,,..,_,..a$L&o~s • 
Pedagogy was based on oral transmission of traditions. Not 
merely historical knowledge, but a legacy of thought was media-
ted to raise a strongly authoritarian claim anchored primarily 
in the personality of the teacher (p. 11). Paul does not use 
this word in connection with ,4,1,u6~pco~, lest his message be 
confused with that of the Hellenistic Mysteries (p. 12). 
7L1etzmann, p. 76. 
8 Barrett, p. 336. Cf. Robertson and Plummer, p.·331. 
9Jean Hering, The First E istle of S aul to the 
Corinthians (London: Epworth Press, c.19 2, p. 157. See 
also F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New 
Tes ament and Other Earl ristian iterature, translated 
and edited by R.W. Junk C icago: University of Chicago 
Press, c.1961), paragraph 478. (~ereafter BDF.) 
lOLietzmann, p. 76, pllt'ers this solution. 
11sohoel, p. 13. 
12Ba1rd, p. 191. 
13 C.F.D. Houle, An Idiom Book of Hew estament Greek 
(Cambridge: Univars ty Preas, 19 9, p. 3. See BDF, para-
graph 376. 
14Barratt, p. 337. Robertson and Plumm~r, p. 332, suggest 
that there are two possible detects: (1) They may not be hold-
ing fast to what Paul taught; (2) They may have received it so 
hastily that thel do not comprehend it. Thus, their belief is 
not very sure. fl,cf means "heedlessly, rashly, without con-
sideration." Godet, p. 328, says there are two meanings for 
E1K11 which come together: (1) without foundation, without 
sufficient reason; (2) without result or effect. Thus faith 
remains Without effect because its object is nothing real. 
Other translations: 
Phillips - unless, of course, your faith had no meaning behind 
it at all. 
NEB - 1f not, your conversion was in vain. Or, for I assume 
you did not aoce~t it thoughtlessly. 
Moffatt - unless indeed lVC)Ur faith was all haphazard. 
15 a Hering, p. 15. 
16Buechsel, ,r-1.p~Sot,,1s • in T.D1 N1 T., II, 172. ct. Barrett, 
p .. 337: Paul was a "Christian rabbi, handing on a body of 
established truth Within the circle of his pupils, but at the 
same time he was an evangelistic preacher; he preached what 
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he taught, and he taught what he praached. 11 Cf. also Hans 
Oonzelmann 9 "Paulus und die Weisheit," New Testament Studies, 
12 (April 1966), 231-244, who argues that Paul had probably 
organized a school in Ephesus, where he instructed students 
in "wisdom" and practiced the diatribe method of argumentation. 
17Lietzmann, p. 77. 
18Hering, p. 158. 15:3~4 is gospel, comparable to Mishnah; 
15:5-8 is the Pauline logos, comparable to the Gemara. 
19Joach1m Jeremias, 'lrtikelloses Xt••~/,s . Zur Ursprache 
von I Cor. 15:3b-5," Zeitschrift fuer die neutestamentliche 
Wissenschaft, 57 (1966), 212. 
1 
20Hunter, p. 18. Glomb1 tza, p. 283, says the term ''Christ" 
emphasizes Jesus' priestly function; Messiah is shown not 
to be a lawgiver or a bringer of this-worldly salvation, a 
nationalistic ruler. 
21 C / 
Barrett, p. 338. Cf. Gal. 4:1, Rom. 8:3; UWEf may con-
vey a double meaning here. 
22 Mounce, p. 423. 
23Her1ng, P• 159. In a footnote (#8, p. 159) Hering says, 
"The difficulty of finding scriptural proof ot the passion and 
resurrection of the Messiah is one of the strongest arguments 
in favour of the historicity of these great facts which are 
at the basis of Ohr1st1an1t7 ... Of. Isaiah 53:8,12 (LXX), and 
Fritz Rienecker, S raohlicher Schluessel zum Griechischan 
Neuen Testament (Giessen-Basa: Brunnen-Verlag, o.19 o, p. 338. 
24 
Schweizer, p. 168. 
25Barrett, p. 339. Ps. 118:22 and Deut. 21:22 do not seem 
like probable allusions to Barrett. 
26 Barrett, p. 339. So s.choel, p. 62. Conzelmann, 11 0n the 
Analysis, 11 p. 21, sees the f-r.kf>I as an allusion to the death, 
not the empty tomb. 
27Her1ng, p. 160. Glombitza, p. 283, says that the fact 
that Paul ha·s to stress Jesus' burial shows that he 1s removed 
from the Jewish province and is engaged in dialogue with,the 
Hellenistic world, which was concerned about a Bcros Jlv,ap • 
It should be noted that this is the only occurrence of the verb 
8Aw~w in the Pauline corpus. 
28Barrett, pp. 340-341. Of. the discussion in William 
Baird, The Corinthian Ohurch--A Biblical AppPoach to Urban 
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Culture (New York-Nashville: Abingdon Press, c.1964), PP• 167-
174. Jindr1ch Manek, "The Apostle Paul and the Empty Tomb,," 
N'ovum Testamentum, 2 (1958), 277, claims. that the verb i,:_e,,ecv 
has the same meaning as ~~i•r~>'I; both imply movement of the 
body. 'Ei,lpa,i, is often used to denote the movement of a 
bod1 when rising from sleep (Matt. 2:1,; 8:26). Friedrich 
I-Iildenberger, "Auterstanden am dr1 tten Tage nach den Schritteu," 
Evangelische Theologie, 23 (1963), 272-273, quibbles With 
Pannenberg 1s call for an historical investigation of the resur-
rection on the basis that one cannot verif1 the resurrection's 
facticit7 b7 means of historical criticism because it is an 
event Without analogy or parallel. Boers, p. 60, says that 
Paul apparentl7 presented the resurrection of Christ as an 
objective historical fact. Yet Boers sees faith as a response 
to the proclamation of the resurrection of Christ (p. 61). 
He concurs with Bultmann's efforts to demythologize mythically 
conceived events of resurrection and hope 1n a personal resur-
rection. Paith must be rooted in the event ot the cross as 
the event of salvation. Jesus was raised in the kerygma (the 
kerygma itself being an eschatological event; Jesus himself 
being present w1th his word), so tbs our hope 1s to be identi-
fied and described as openness to the future. Paul's understand-
ing of the resurrection of Christ as a historical event which 
initiated a cosmic redemption cannot stand up today under his-
torical criticism (p. 63). Man never gets a foothold for 
faith in the objective world (p. 65). 
While it 1s true that faith has no empirical premise, can 
one go this far 1n distinguishing between H1s~or1e and Geschichte? 
Does onll the latter (interpreted events) have existential rele~ 
vance? L. Goppelt, p. 218, rejects the fine distinction bet~een 
tradition as a proclamation existentially addressing mankind 
and tradition as pure h1ator1cal1ty. Is not existentially sig-
nificant Gesch1chte necessarily rooted in H1stor1,? 
29Manek, p. 278. Barrett also notes that the story of the 
empty tomb is a late construction, albeit based on the convic-
tion of Jesus' being alive again and hence a valid inference _. 
(pp. 339-340). Helmut Wenz, "Patale Argumentation des Paulus?,. 
Evangelisch-Lutherische K1rchenzeituns, 15 (1961), passim, reacts 
to Bultmann's dismissal of I Car. 15:3-8 as kerygma. According 
to Wenz, Bultmann argues that the resurrection cannot be a 
historic event if it has an7thing to do with faith, for faith 
1s concerned only With the invisible, the non-demonstrable. 
Thus Bultmann claims that Paul's argument 1s fatal because he 
tries to establish the resurrection as a historic event by 
references to eyewitnesses; he is trying to prove the credi-
bility of the kerygma (p. 304). Wenz, on the other hand, says 
that God's action in the resurrection belongs to the realm of 
H1stor1e, not Gesohichte. Contrary to Barth, Wenz understands 
Paul to be summoning witnesses for the resurrection itself, not 
just for his gospel in general (so the chronological order of 
\ 
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the text; see below). Paul does not mention the empty tomb, 
but surel7 he must have known it, tor he would not have said 
that this Jesus appeared to the disciples after the third day 
1f he were still lying dead at the time (p. 305). In con-
clusion, Wenz calls the resurrection a historico-symbol1cal 
(historisch-zeichenhaften) event; those wno do not believe in 
the resurrection of the dead will not understand the s1gn1f1-
canoe of Christ's resurrection. "Das Aergernis besteht ferner 
darin, dass die Auferstebung in der Verborgenheit und in aller 
Bezweifelbarkeit der He1lsbedeutung der H1stor1e geschah. Nur 
der Glaube erkennt die wirkliche Bedeutung dieses Geschehen" 
(p. 306). J'urthermore, with regard to th·e empty tomb, s. 
MacL. Gilmour, 11The Evidence tor Easter," Andover Newton Quar-
terly, 5 (1965), 7-23, argues that the earliest believers were 
persuaded of the resurrection not by the negative evidence 
of the emptJ tomb, but b7 the positive evidence of visions, 
which were interpreted in the light of the inherited belief 
in the ultimate resurrection at the end of the age. Those 
who e:x:per1enc_ed visions would conclude that the tomb was empty; 
hence the doctrine of the empt7 tomb graduall7 emerged. (Vol 
ume 5 of this periodical was not available to me in the Concor-
dia Seminary library-. I have relied on the condensatlm. b7 
J .J. ·Collins Which appeared in New Testament Abstracts, 9 (1965). 
pp. 365-366, paragraph 1008.) 
30Bruoe Metzger, 11.l Suggestion Concerning the Meaning of 
I Oor. 15:4b, 11 ,rournal of Theological Studies, new series, 8 
(1957), 120-121. However, tEe emphasis on the third da7 under-
scores the fact that Jesus was just a visitor in the house of 
the dead, not a permanent resident therein. Cf. I Mace. 7:16. 
Cf. Barrett, p. 340, who is troubled by tr7ing to find an 
explicit forecast in the Old Testament. He suggests that "the 
resurrection experience and faith came first; then the oonv1c-
tion that the resurrection must have been foretold; then the 
documentation." ct. footnote IV,23 above. 
31J. Jocz, "!ertia Die, Secundum Scripturas," Canadian 
Journal of Theology. 9 (1963), 179 and 181. 
32 Schoel, p. 56. Gustav Staehlin, "on the Third Day, 11 
translated by Wayne P. Todd, inteqretation, 10 (1956) 1 293, footnote 6, remarks that 11all thehistory of religion exam-
ples, in which the 'third da7 1 occurs in a similar way, have 
significance marel7 as essentially irrelevant parallels. Like-
wise, all of the attempts to find the origin of the 'third dar,• 
1n the Old Testament prophecies ••• stand on a weak foundation.• 
33cameron Macka1, "The Third Day-," Church Quarterly Review, 
CLXIV (1963), 290, 292, 294-297. See also Conzeimann1 
11 dn the 
Anal7sis," p. 21, footn°"" tor other explanations of 'the 
third day" and Schoel, PP• 59-60. 
40 
34see Schoel's discussion pp. 63-65. Schoel opts for "he 
was seen." Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament and Other Earlf Christian Literature, translated and 
adapted by W.F. Arndt an F. Wilbur Gingrich (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1952), pp. 5§1-582, (hereafter BAG) is 
m very helpful when he says that &of8~ is used of beings that 
make their appearance in a "supernatural manner." ,, What ·does 
that mean? Mildenberger, pp. 268-269, sa7s that ~,At is 
used of subjective visionary experiences, though we cannot 
determine precisel7 what Paul meant b7 it. At any rate, they 
·contributed to the apostles' conviction that Jesus was still 
alive (p. 271). 
35 Hering, p. 161. 
36Robertson and Plummer, p. 336. 
37 Wenz, p. 305. 
38wilhelm Michaelis, ,,~w, in T,D,N,T., v, 356-358. 
39 Ibid., P• 359. 
40The first hand of D (Claromontanus), G (Boernerianus), 
lat (the Vulgate and some of the Old Latin manuscripts), and 
syhmg (the important marginal readings from the Revision of 
the Peshitto by Bishop Thomas of Charkel, or Heraclea, in 616 
A.D.) have the reading 1,St11.1. , a "correction" of the text 
to accord with the known data of history. 
41Barrett, p. 342. The use of "the TWelve" with reference 
to a group of special disciples shows that Paul is quoting a 
formula here (p. 341). ct. Schoel, p. 67, and Winter, p. 144, 
who understands "the Twelve" not as an indication of the num-
bers, but as a collective designation of the official body 
regardless of how many members at that time. Bammel, p. 405, 
iootnote 20, agrees that ot ft-£St1'J. is a 11Bezeichnung eines 
amtlichen Xollegiuma, dessen eigentliche Zahl oft nicht voll 
war." He says that the appearance to the Twelve signifies no 
specific event, but is merely a designation for a "rtruppen-
erscheinung" in contrast to an ''Einzelerscheinung" or a ''Gemeinde-
erscheinung" (pp. 404-405). Staehl1n, p. 294, footnote 9, also 
assumes that the priority of an appearance to an 1ndiv1dual 
over a group corresponds to the priority of a commission to 
an individual over the commission to a group. 
42 So von Dobschuetz, C.H. Weisse, Holl, Barrett in his 
commentary on the Gospel according to Saint John (p. 475), 
John Knox, ands. MacLean Gilmour, "The Christophany to More 
Than 500 Brethren," ,lournal of Biblical Literature, 80 (1961), 
248-252. C.F. Sleeper, "Pentecost and Resurrection," Journal 
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of Biblical Literature, 84 (1965), 389-399, refutes this 
1dent1ficat1on, since the resurrection appearances are never 
associated With glossalalia, are restricted to the first 
generation of apostles, and are distinguished from later 
Visions in the church .. by both Luke and Paul. 
43 Barrett, p. 342. 
44 Hering, p. 161. 
45Er1c F.F. Bishop, 11The Risen Christ and the Five Hundred 
Brethren, H··gatholio B1bl1oal 0J.!arterl:t, 18 (October 1956), 
342. This article is an example of exegesis executed more on 
the basis of fancy- than examination of the datal 
46 Wenz, p. 305. 
47w1nter, p. 146. See footnote II,9 above and Hunter, 
p. 16, and compare also Bammel, footnote II,3 above, who claims 
there are non-Pauline elements in this clause, too. 
48 Bartsch, p. 273. 
49aiomb1tza, p. 286. 
50see Winter, pp. 147-150, and chapter II, p. 7, above. 
51 Allen, p. 353. 
52 4 Barrett, p. 3 :,. 
53M1ldenberger, p. 267. 
54 Barrett, p. 293. See BDF, paragraph 275(5). 
55Barrett, p. 343. So Hering, p. 162, and L1etzmann, 
p. 178 - "ein ueber die zwoelf 1rgendw1e h1nausgehender, aber 
eng begreq_zter Kreis persoenlicher Juenger Jesu •••• '' Glombi tza, p,. 286, says that Paul I a det1n1 t1on of apostleship was much 
broader than a college of Twelve plus one. See Rom. 16:7, 
where he presumably- refers to two co-workers as "apostles." 
56Manek, p. 277. at. also Bammel, p. 403. Staehlin, 
p. 295, say-a that tbe7 are included 1n the term "brethren," 
but he, too, believes that Paul does not mention them because 
of the JeW1sh-Chr1sttan tradition which would not accept 
women as witnesses. 
57Glombitza, p. 286. 
58 Barrett, p. 344. Other translations: 
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Phillips - one born abnormallJ late 
NEB - though this birth of mine was monstrous 
TEV - even though I am like one who was born in a most unusual way 
Barrett. - one hurried into the world before his time 
59aer1ng, p. 62. See also Thorleif Boman, "Paulus abor-
tivus," Studia Theologica, 18 (1964), ,,46-50, and Bammel, 
p. 410, footnote 4o, who agrees that EMCf"'"'~ does not refer 
to the pre-Christian time of the apostle, but is used meta-
phorically to refer to his unworthiness to be an apostle; "v. 8 
drueckt das Erstaunl1ch·e des Vorgangs, v. 9 das besonders un-
zureichande des Obaecktes aus. 11 Johannes Munck, "Paulus 
Tanquam Abort1vus, in New astament Essa s (in memory ot 
T.W. Manson), edited by A.J.B. Higgins . Manchester: Manches-
ter Univers1t1 Press, c.1959), 189-190, says that Eph. 3:8 
and I Tim. 1:15 may also indicate that only the contrast 
between imperfection and mercy 1s being emphasized. For 
patristic exegesis INr1w>1~ was considered a humble self-
designation which merely indicated that Paul became an 
apostle later. For the fathers the time element was important. 
60Robertson and Plummer, p. 339. Cf. Godet, pp. 338-339, 
and Munok, p. 180, who admits th1s interpretation has found 
favor, though he rejects it. 
61Johannes Schneider, i11.y11Jp.J. , in T1 D1N'1 T., II, 465-467. 
62Munck, p. 180, cites the studies of Anton Fr1dr1chsen 
and Gudmund Bjoerck in this regard. Munck, p. 183, argues 
however, that 11t.~f1MJAtl.. did not s1gn1fy a "monster" 1n Paul Is 
day; onl7 in later usage did 1t acquire that connotation. 
63 , ' ,., • ' 
Boman, p. 50, say-a that "mi t "'""'/'' ~,, '"r:/""JAtltt bezeich-
net sich Paulus tails als ein be1 seiner Berufung zum Apostel 
vorze1t1g geborenes Kind Gottes, te1ls ala e1nen koerperl1ch 
kleinen, gebrechl1chen Mann. Um anzudeuten, dass er mit 
der Bedeutung sp1elt, aetzt er 4.,--re,a( hinzu." Cf. Munet, 
p. 180; ,:,,,..,,, shows that Paul use·d the term metaphor1cally. 
6~unck, p. 190. On p. 183 he says that in the LXX fltt:ftdJIIA 
(:prematurely born dead foetus) is used as an 1mage of deep-
est human wretchedness. 
65xunck, pp. 190-191. Th1s interpretation was first 
elaborated by Bavarian of Gabala. Its merit lies in the fact 
that it carries out the metaphor completely. However, it 1s 
strange that Paul would make no overt mention of the law in 
this context if this is what he intended to imply. 
66Munck, p. 191. 
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67so Schneider, p. 467. Munck, p. 181, says the article 
has no demonstrative force. Hering, p. 162, suggests that 
the article may simply be the result of a Semitism, since 
Hebrew likes to use articles in comparisons ('to roll up 
the heavens like the book,' Is. 34:4, Massoret1c Text). 
68BAG, p. 248. Of. Eph. 3:8 - i~~••1:~-c-epos. Morris 
Ashcraft, "Paul's Understanding of Apostleship," Review and 
Expositor, 55 (1958), 400-412, shows how the theory that tne 
apostolate is based on the.Jewish institution of the sheluchim 
(official messengers who traveled throughout the Dispersion) 
needs to be re-evaluated. There 1s no evidence that Jesus 
or his disciples knew of such an institution. Paul uses the 
word "apostle" 25 times--9 times with reference to himself, 
13 times with reference to an undefined group of which he was 
a member, 3 times with reference to a group in which he was 
not includ·ed (I Car. 15:7; Gal. 1:17,19) (p. 404). Wilhelm 
Schneemeloher, New Testament Apocruh~, originally edited by 
Edgar Hennecke and translated by R. McL. Wilson (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, c.1965), II, 28, says that the apostolate 
is of late origin. He says the Twelve were an institution 
closely related to the church's apocalyptic world of ideas, 
but no longer a tunct1on1ng institution in Paul's time,since 
he did not consult with them when he went up to Jerusalem 
(Gal. 1:18). '~wl•~oA•S is a term used to define a mission-
ary, he suggests (p. 29). 
69Barrett, p. 345. at. Acts 8:1,3; 9:1,2; 22:4,5; 26:9ff.; 
Gal. 1:13 tor Paul's activities as a persecutor. 
70Glombitza, pp. 289-290, suggests that II Oor. 12:7 is 
instructive for Paul's view ot the importance and relevanc1 
of grace. His thorn 1n the flesh is understood as his former 
existence as a persecutor ot the church, not some physical 
malady. Whenever he was assailed bJ guilt, onl7 the saving 
message ot grace could restore him. This may be true enough, 
we would reply, but hasn't this interpretation been influ-
enced too much by contemporary ps1chology7 
71BAG, p. 429·; Robertson and Plummer, p. 341. 
72Bammel, p. 410, footnote 41, reads v. lOb with 9c and 
says that Paul emphasizes bis hard wort to point out how he 
has been making up for the obstruction of the course of the 
gospel which he had caused. Godet, p. 341, suggests that 
Paul 1s saying he has outdone all of them together rather 
than any one of them in particular. 
73 Barrett, p. 345. 
74Rieneoker, p. 389. 1Jv is not an expression of S1Derg1sm, 
but it belongs with the verb: "Die Gnade trug die Last mit ihm." 
75Hunter, p. 15. 
76 
Schoel, P• 10. 
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77Barrett, p. 346. See also Fuchs, p. 161: "It 1s there-
fore false to equate the form with the content of proclama-
tion. Precisely the tact that this content was expressed not 
in a single formula but in a variety of ways and with the 
help of very diverse ideas, for example, very different titles 
of honor for Christ, in always new approaches, demonstrates 
that the content of faith as the content of proclamation was 
basically subject to theological reflection; such theological 
reflection is to be understood as an act of freedom and not 
as an act of compulsion •••• Faith was directed to the event 
that was here proclaimed, and to nothing else." Fuchs' essay 
deserves careful study, for he stresses the need to maintain 
the "perpetua1 event character of the proclamation of the 
freedom of the children of God." This is the heart of the gos-
pel as it addresses us existentially. Eduard Schwe1zer 1 s 
brilliant essay, "TWo New Testament Creeds Compared,'' articu-
lates with comparable eloquence and greater lucidity the 
same concern. 
CHAPTER V 
1Fuchs, p. 156. 
2 Ibid., p. 168. 
3staehl1n, p. 299. 
4It seems to me that any talk abo~t new self-understanding 
or authentic existence must take shape in the light of these 
concerns about faith, the cross, the resurrection-kerygma. 
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